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Many practical and conceptual difficulties arise when one attempts to apply such a dichotomous

pattern across the board to all cultures. attempt means ................ .

seek try form ask

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The same difficulty arise in another form when considering Taoist, Confucian, and Shinto cultures.

arise means ............... .

provide power struggle to avoid

find tradition begin to happen

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Obviously such definitions exclude many primitive and Asian religions, if we still wish to use the

term. exclude means ............. .

approach not include entertain not influence

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In some sense, psychological interpretations of religion are more akin to those that stress

experiential inwardness than to those that accent intellectual aspects. akin means .............. .

inattentive similar introseptive different

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Shinto practitioner rings the bell to summon his chosen deity and petition him or her for a

specific boon. deity means ................. .

a god or goddess temple

a word or gesture shrine

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Hillman sees the soul as fundamentally "polytheistic" in its generation. polytheistic means

........... .

the belief that  God is present every where

the belief that there is only one God

the belief that  God is not present every where

the belief that there is more than one god

6-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Recognized levels of practice and attainment are buttressed by texts and incorporated into

systems of praxis. buttress means ............. .

appoint gather support consider

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sacred and profane are inappropriate terms to apply to this cultural continuum. profane means

............ .

precious secular various actual

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His emphasis on the ethical personality seems to have been deeply influenced by the

disenchanted calvinism of his own family. ethical means ............ .

cultural moral spiritual causal

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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They sought to explain the complex transition from traditional society to enlightened civilization.

transition means ........... .

survive benefit change conduct

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

So many definitions of religion have been ................. in the west over the years that even a partial

listing would be impractical.

framed pured directed saved

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Religious traditions are full of myth and ................ with symbols.

indicate replete handle reduce

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Thus .............. life maximizes the desire for deliverance from death - that primary human desire

for survival toward which so much of primitive religion is directed. 

eternal empirical crucial personal

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Precincts, mosques, and shrines are the highly visible ................... of religious discontinuity with

the surrounding world.

investigation introduction manifestation ritualization

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is impossible to conceive of a religion without its rituals, whether simple or ................ .

internal primitive critical elaborate

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Wundt favored a psychophysiology aimed at establishing patterns of parallelism between the

psychical facts of human ............. and their accompanying physical phenomena.

explanation consciousness correlation maintainance

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Indeed the world psychology (the science of the ..........) already implies some relationship with

those dimensions of human experience.

attention soul argument path

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Treditional social thought .................... to the sociology of religion some of its basic concepts.

worshiped surrounded eliminated bequeathed

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Traditional social thought stressed the cosmological and ............provinence of all  established

social values and institutions.

floral literate tribal divine

-١٩
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In contrast to the sociology of religion, the related discipline of religious sociology has sought

closer ties with ............. and institutional religion, primarily with the Roman Catholic church.

economy theology history biology

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Hinduism, Buddhism, and Taoism find the truly ................. within the human self itself.

development formulation transcendent assumption

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The body of thought that was first transformed and secularized  as modern sociology began to

take shape can be called.............. .

skepticism and speculation traditional social thought

conservative and romantic reaction modern social theory

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The most important contribution of the age of skepticism ane speculation was its elaboration of

the idea of .................. .

secularization inspiration congregation perfection

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The strength and  the weaknesses of Durkheim's sociology of religion were inherited by the

.................. .

economic system functionalist school

scientific stage behavioral study

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The thinkers of the age of skepticism and speculation stressed society's ................. in place of the

divine origin that tradition had assigned to law.

mystical experience personal interview

impirical research conventional nature

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Several features are important in most rituals. one is the element of ................. .

order sense extent reason

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Myth in most contemporary use simply means .............. .

right sacred false stylized

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The conservative and romantic reactions that ensued significantly .............. attitudes toward

society and religion alike.

altered followed applied resembled

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It was able to transfer its notions of the psychogenesis of religious history writ large to the history

writ small of psychomorphosis. it refers to ................... .

psychophysiology psychotherapy

depth psychology methodology

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is but another name for religion.That is, all religions are basically conceived as means of saving

men at one level or another. it refers to ............. .

distinction integration seperation salvation
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